Notes January 14 (1)

• Gradescope logins were sent out yesterday ~noon. If you did not receive a login, please contact Sahil and Prakhar ASAP.
• Shivani’s notes from Tuesday evening (HW #1, DPV 3.22, 3.25) will be posted ASAP; I’ve given my feedback on them, etc.
• Important: the “review session” for HWs and for PAs is 6-7 days before the due date. (HWs are assigned 9-13 days in advance of the due date; PAs are assigned 13-14 days in advance.) Please “permute” tasks so that you take a first look early, rather than late (cf. “Quadrant 2” – important but not urgent …)
• Reminders:
  – Everyone should be allowed to enroll. If you are having “clearme” or other problems, please contact the CSE department (I cannot enroll you)
  – “Model Solutions” can help calibrate your homework responses
  – HW #1 deadline was extended (this past Tuesday) to 11:59pm Pacific Friday Jan 15 due to Gradescope transition
• Other points:
  – “Why induction?” → we often design algorithms inductively!
  – “Why O()?” → (it’s review …) it’s our main tool for assessing “better vs. worse”
  – Calibration: HWs are basically like previous years’ HWs